
DATA INSIGHTS THAT DRIVE PERFORMANCE

TERRAGO STREETLIGHTOPS: 
ANALYTICS MODULE

TerraGo StreetlightOps Analytics gives customers the information 
they need to meet and exceed project milestones, operating 
objectives and customer expectations. Analytics brings together 
sensor data from your smart streetlight systems, like Itron’s 
industry-leading SLV platform, as well as data from GIS, work 
order and asset management platforms to enable insights that 
help cities and utilities work smarter. With TerraGo’s Analytics 
software you can harness cross-platform information and turn 
data into answers that accelerate streetlight installations, 
optimize inventory management, reduce maintenance costs and 
increase operational efficiency. 

KEEP PROJECTS ON TRACK & SYSTEMS ON LINE

Which contractors and crews are achieving daily installation 
quotas? Where are the most common errors requiring return 
trips and re-rolling trucks? Is my smart streetlight program 
on track to achieve our estimated energy savings? How can I 
report progress to the city and other stakeholders? Analytics 
provides answers to the questions that drive performance. And 
with powerful data visualization, it helps uncover answers to 
questions that otherwise might not have been asked at all.

READY TO GO AND CUSTOM DASHBOARDS

Analytics provides out-of-the-box dashboards for common 
customer data views like program status, installations, failures 
and exception reports, as well as the ability for customers 
to build custom dashboards that shed light on their unique 
operations and underlying project, system and sensor data sets.

• On-demand analysis for detailed
insights into your smart city
streetlights program

• Pre-configured dashboards for
quick and easy access to program
status, installations, failures and
exceptions

• Track installation and
maintenance crew progress on a
monthly, weekly or daily basis

• Up-to-the-minute access to data
collected in the field to ensure
accurate results

• Flexibility to build your own
analysis dashboard based on your
data stored on the TerraGo server

FEATURES



ON-DEMAND AND ON-TIME

Analytics provides users with immediate access to up-to-the-
minute data from the field, so supervisors can manage crew 
progress and not wait for monthly project reports that come 
too late, which means they can solve problems when they 
occur. Analytics provides the ability to measure monthly, 
weekly or daily performance, but it also enables users to tap 
into the current field activities and state of operations. With 
on-demand ability to filter, sort, query and visualize cross-
platform data, Analytics helps identify patterns and predict 
deployment and maintenance issues that can be eliminated 
with process improvements and quality controls. With access 
to valuable data and tools that reveal insights, streetlight 
program managers can stop flying blind and start optimizing 
performance.  

ABOUT TERRAGO STREETLIGHTOPS

TerraGo StreetlightOps gives your smart streetlight programs 
the best of both worlds, with out-of-the-box, field-proven, 
award-winning smart streetlight features AND a platform 
entirely customizable and configurable to your requirements. 

TerraGo StreetlightOps provides five modules that span the full 
system life cycle, seamlessly integrated to deliver everything 
your program needs and nothing it doesn’t. 

www.TerraGoTech.com

TERRAGO STREETLIGHTOPS: 
ANALYTICS  MODULE

• Meet or exceed deployment and
conversion project schedules,
milestones and goals

• Reduce streetlight installation
times and errors by identifying
root causes and personnel
performance problems

• Manage contractors, crews and
employees against goals with
accurate performance data

• Improve maintenance service
levels with outage resolution and
underlying diagnostics data

BENEFITS


